The Agony and the Ecstasy: Sacrifice and Pain for Financial Gain: Have Indian Surrogate Mothers Been Exploited by Their Intended Parents in Commercial Surrogacy Arrangements?
This article investigates whether a sample of Indian women involved in commercial surrogacy arrangements were exploited by their intended parents. This issue is topical as the Indian parliament is currently considering a ban on commercial surrogacy. This is due to a range of concerns, including that such arrangements are unethical and exploitative of illiterate women from low socio-economic backgrounds. We define the term exploitation and identify from the literature the three key elements that we argue provide a conceptual framework through which to analyse whether exploitation has occurred. We conclude that there are indications that many of the women were exploited. However, we contend that the practice should not be banned as this would mean that the commercial surrogacy industry in India would no longer be regulated and women who become surrogate mothers may be exposed to greater risk.